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Alright. Let's talk about the OMFT- One Minute Free Traffic Breakthrough. Now, it's very important that 

you pay close attention here. First of all, congratulations. Yet again, very, very few people have made it 

to this point. Very few people have what it takes, but you do. You have moved far, far beyond so many 

other people. Your knowledge is light years ahead of other people. You've moved at warp speed and this 

is what it takes to when you've done the work. Now the rules are that you do not have to, you do not 

have to worry about being the best, the fastest, the smartest, or even being right. The fact that you've 

gone through this training with us, the one minute free traffic training and you've seen the results, you 

can picture them. You've dreamed it. Now you are experiencing it. You got to know what your goals are 

for yourself and for your business, your drive, your inner fire, your reason why you're going to want to 

track every single day. 

If you want to get rich, track your results, track the questions coming in, track your progress, okay? As 

long as you're moving forward. Over time you are winning. I want to point out as well that you will have 

some setbacks. You will answer questions with a great, great, great answer, and then another one and 

another one. Then you'll have some setbacks. Just keep going. This is about volume. This is about quality 

and value. You will not always hit the home run. You will not always hit the Grand Slam. What matters is 

that you just continuously stay focused on your why for the greatest impact tracked every single day. 

Track every single day. If you want to get rich, if you want to build that fortune, go crazy. Go extreme, 

but stay focused and just keep tracking what you measure will grow. What you focus on will grow 

because when you measure and you focus, you learn shortcuts. 

You can take what you've learned already with one minute free traffic and just invest that knowledge 

back in the business and vest the skills back in to the business that you're building very, very rapidly. This 

is how you win. Work with coaches, mentors, work with John S, roads, work with Matt Rhodes. Listen, 

follow the proof, right? Success leaves clues, the track record of those like myself and like my brother. 

Listen, work with those people. Invest in yourself by investing in those products that continue to move 

your business forward if they don't move your business forward. If other people, other projects, other 

systems, other tools, don't move your system forward. Don't move your business forward. Don't move 

your products forward. Don't move your life or don't work with them. Work with the coaches and 

mentors and those people who you know who you would like, who you trust, who deliver value to you. 

Like right now, like John S. Rhodes, like Matt Rhodes, proof success, track record. Stick with what works. 

The 1% secret, the true 1% the true 1%. They go. Go through all of the training again, if you want to be 

the best of the best, go through all of the training. Again, it's very short. It's very fast. Bite size chunks 

less than 5% even make it this far to this video. Watching this video is unbelievable. It makes you a 

winner instantly. Congratulations. I mean it. I cannot say congratulations enough times because less 

than 5% make it to where you are right now. You are like the navy seal of one minute free traffic and 

only 1% want it bad enough. Have the tenacity, the drive, the burning, burning desire backed by the 

reason why to go back through, review it all again because I dropped in some Easter eggs. 

I dropped in some hints and some ideas but also some very, very specific tactics that you can use that 

are built in to the trainings that you've gone through already. The 1% and I believe that's you. The 1% 

will break through with the learning success, hope, clarity and money. I look forward to your success 

stories. When my brother and I were talking about this, we were giddy with excitement about the 
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people that are going to be making it through like you. The people that have gone through one minute 

free traffic then have embraced this and are taking action. We can't wait for the case studies that fly in 

the success stories. What you enjoy, the free traffic from Quora, building out your business. And again, it 

just snowballs. It grows over days, over weeks, over years. This is how it's done and you're flooded with 

traffic and you know as well as I do. 

Traffic means money. So again, congratulations. You are an absolute winner. I'm very proud of you for 

going through this. I appreciate you. Congratulations. I'm so pumped for you. You can hear it in my 

voice. It's legit. I really mean this. I want success for you and I know you can do it because you've made 

it this far with the work you're putting in with the time, with the effort. It doesn't take much. One 

minute. Free traffic is yours. I love this. I appreciate you. I believe in you. Now go get them and if you 

have any questions, of course, ask us and we will do what we can to help and let's do this. Take action, 

make it happen. Go back through the training that is the true breakthrough, the o m f t breakthrough. 

It's yours. You'll notice also that this is the longest video because you need this energy. Embrace it. Take 

the energy and turn it and to real dollars. All right, well take care. We'll see you in the training as you're 

going back through it again. Take care. 
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THANK YOU For Reading This Transcript and  

Your Purchase of One Minute Free Traffic! 

 

If you haven’t joined our VIP Program yet, there’s still time! Click here to join us 

and we’ll show you our #1 Secret Source for low-cost Red-Hot Buyer Clicks...  
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WAIT! Want to sell the One Minute Free Traffic System and 

Collect 100% Commissions Across the Entire Sales Funnel? 
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Click Here For Details On Our Reseller Partnership Program 
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